Numerical simulation of the gas heat conduction of aerogel materials
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Abstract. In order to obtain the gas heat conduction of aerogel materials, this paper applied lattice boltzmann method (LBM) to establish a microcosmic model D3Q15. Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) was used to simulate the temperature distribution and had the advantage of simplifying calculation at the nano scale. Gas heat conduction would be effected by the size and boundary condition under nano-scale conditions. In this paper it can be concluded that the temperature jump under mirror rebound and diffuse reflection boundary was obvious as the value of t increasing from $8 \times 10^{-12}$ to $4 \times 10^{-9}$ and the mirror rebound boundary scattering increased drastically than diffuse reflection. the temperature jump would stay stable when the time arrived $4 \times 10^{-9}$. As to diffuse reflection boundary, the effective thermal conductivity tended to decrease dramatically as $r_e$ growing up.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, Thermal insulation materials shows the properties that high porosity, high surface area and low thermal conductivity and has palyed an important role in many fields, space vehicles, building envelope materials and so on[1]. The mechanisms of the heat transfer in aerogels are absolutely contributed on three modes which are solid heat conduction, gas heat conduction and thermal radiation[2], the gas heat conduction is higher mix of three modes in the heat transfer process. Therefore, in order to optimize aerogel structure and increase its thermal property, it is important to study the mechanism of gas heat conduction.

At present, the researchs on gas heat conduction properties of aerogel are mainly focused on three aspects, which are experimental measurement, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation[3]. The experimental measurement method can reflect the material properties directly but it is hard to measure the gas thermal conductivity at the micro/nano scale directly, the theoretical analysis methods mainly consist three models of Kaganer model[4], double-pore distribution model[5] and Zeng model[6] about gas heat conduction, the numerical simulations have been widely applied in recent years. The Lattice Boltzmann method(LBM) has the advantages of the temperature distribution of heat conduction at the
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micro/nano scale, which cannot be obtained by traditional simulation methods Monte Carlo(MC) and Molecular Dynamics(MD)[7].

2 Physical and mathematical models

2.1 Three-dimensional physical model

Fig.1 displayed the gas heat conduction model of aerogels. The length, width and height of the model were expressed as L_x, L_y and L_z separately. The front and back walls are kept at a constant temperature T_1=300K and T_1=301K separately, others stayed adiabatic.

![Gas heat conduction model](image)

Fig. 1. Gas heat conduction model.

The equation was established to solve the gas heat conduction of aerogel for the three-dimensional nineteen-speed (D3Q15) model according to the following formula[8]:

$$f_i(r + e_i \delta t, t + \delta t) - f_i(r, t) = -\frac{1}{\tau} \left[ f_i(r, t) - f_i^{eq}(r, t) \right]$$

(1)

where subscript $i$ is discrete velocity directions of lattice point; $r$ is the position vector; $t$ is the time; $\delta t$ is the time step size; $e_i$ is the separate lattice velocity; $\tau$ is the dimensionless relaxation time; $f_i$ is the internal energy distribution function; $f_i^{eq}$ is the corresponding equilibrium distribution function.

$$f_i^{eq} = \begin{cases} 
(2/9) \rho c_p T, i = 0 \\
(1/9) \rho c_p T, i = 1 \sim 6 \\
(1/72) \rho c_p T, i = 7 \sim 14 
\end{cases}$$

(2)

where $T$ is temperature; $\rho$ is the density of gas; $c_p$ is the heat capacity ratio of air.

When the temperature becomes constant state, the effective thermal conductivity could be calculated by the following equation[9]:

$$\lambda_{eff} = \frac{L_x}{\Delta T} \int q \, dA$$

(3)

where $L_x$ is the characteristic scale of heat flow direction, $dA$ is the cross-sectional area for the heat flow, $q$ is heat flux.
2.2 Boundary conditions

As a mesoscopic method, LBM expressed the distribution function as the collision migration process. The distribution function of the internal grid points could be obtained by the migration of adjacent grid points such as mirror rebound boundary, but some distribution functions at the boundary can not be determined by migration such as diffuse rebound boundary.

(1) Mirror rebound boundary

The mirror rebound boundary could be applied if there is no momentum exchange. This boundary can slide freely. The distribution function of the migration from the fluid grid point $e_i$ to the boundary grid point is the symmetrical direction of the wall normal. So mirror rebound boundary was applied to no friction losses and the energy transfer free in these boundary condition, and the results would not be affected by the width $L_y$ and the height $L_z$.

(2) Diffuse reflection boundary

In order to more realistically reflect the energy transfer between points and the boundaries, it is necessary to adopt diffuse reflection boundary. It assumes when the particles collide with the boundary, they would arbitrarily spread out in all directions. Therefore, the rebound scale factor $r_b$ need to be considered when implementing this boundary format, it represent the proportion of particles that rebound along the original path when they interact with the boundary. Where $r_b=1$ was expressed as pure bounce treatment; meanwhile $r_b=0.5$ was ideal diffuse scattering; $r_b=0$ was pure mirror bounce. The specific forms were implemented as follow:

$$f_i(r_b, t) = f_i(r_f, t)$$ (4)

where $r_b$ was the boundary lattice point, $r_f = r_b - e_i \delta t$ was internal lattice point; $f_i$ was a mirror-symmetric distribution function of $f_i$. The $f_i$ could be obtained by the inner lattice points that was adjacent the boundary wall.

2.3 Program verification

The gas thermal conductivity of aerogel was numerically simulated within 10~80nm pore sizes, and compared with the results of the Zeng model and inference[10] in the same conditions. The Fig.2 showed that the results of this paper were the similar to the Zeng model but were slightly smaller than it. The result of the inference[10] showed deviate from this paper in 60~70nm because it only considered of particles impacting between atoms. To sum up, both of the simulation results have the same change trend, so the reliability of the LBM program could be proved.

![Fig. 2. Verification of numerical simulation results.](https://doi.org/10.1051/itmconf/20224703022)
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Gas mirror rebound boundary temperature jump

![Fig. 3. Different t mirror boundary temperature jumps.]

Fig. 3 displayed the dimensionless steady-state temperature distribution under the value of $t$ with the size free path of the gas molecules along the middle line in the model, the boundary was under mirror rebound boundary. It can be seen from the Fig.4 that the boundary temperature jump was mainly concentrated on high temperature area of the left side, the right side still stay constant because there is no jump when time was less than $8 \times 10^{-12}$. When the value of $t$ was in $8 \times 10^{-12} \sim 4 \times 10^{-9}$, it was obvious for the center area of the system to jump from the high temperature area to the lower, but it was not well-distributed that the left area of high temperature was relatively regular. When the value of $t$ was the time $t=4 \times 10^{-9}$, it is relatively regular near high temperature area because the the ratio of the mean free path was equal to which the gas molecules to the characteristic scale.
3.2 Gas diffuse reflection boundary temperature jump

![Figures showing different time steps for temperature distribution](image)

**Fig. 4.** Different t diffuse reflection boundary temperature jumps.

Fig.4 displayed the dimensionless steady-state temperature distribution under the value of t with the size free path of the gas molecules along the middle line in the model, the boundary was under diffuse reflection boundary. When the value of t was $8 \times 10^{-12}$, the temperature jump was obvious and mainly concentrating on the high temperature area, but there was no clearly arc distribution around the boundary. With the value of t increasing slowly, it started to scatter from high temperature area to the lower area. When the value of t was $4 \times 10^{-9}$, the system was arriving to stay stable state and the temperature jump was equal in size of both boundary.

3.3 Gas thermal conductivity

The Fig.5 showed that the effective thermal conductivity change by the value of $r_b$ from 0~1, the value tend to decrease with the value of $r_b$ was growing up. When $r_b=0$, there was neither scattering nor momentum exchange between the gas molecules and the wall, heat transfer can be achieved geratly between gases, and the thermal conductivity of gas phase is also the largest than other situations. the gas thermal conductivity can reflect heat transfer effects, the gas thermal conductivity was becoming largest owing to remove the boundary. Therefore, with the decreasing of the value of $r_b$, the slip velocity at the boundary was
increasing rapidly because the collision migration process between gas molexules and boundary became more and more frequently.

The Fig.6 showed that the effective thermal conductivity change by the size from 0~7000nm. The values trend to constant when the pore sizes were from 1000nm to 7000nm. But the effective thermal conductivities dramatically decreased when the pore sizes were less than 1000nm. The reasons were also similar to the temperature changing. We know that the gas heat conduction was carried out by the thermal movement of gas molecules, when the pore size was much larger than the mean free path of gas molecules, the gas molecules were not affected by boundary scattering and could move freely, therefore, the system will exhibit macroscopic characteristic of heat conduction. when the pore size gradually decreases, the free movement of gas molecules would be restricted by the boundary, and thermal transport would also gradually weaken between gas molecules, so the thermal conductivity displays an obvious downward trend.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, a model of the gas heat conduction aerogel was established, and the tempreture transport were studied deeply by lattice Boltzmann method. The results were as follow:
(1) When the effective thermal conductivity change by the size $L_X$ from 1000~7000nm, the effective thermal conductivities maintained constant, the gas heat conduction was characterized by macroscopic transport and presents a uniform temperature distribution.

(2) When the effective thermal conductivity change by the size $L_X$ less than 1000nm, the effective thermal conductivities would increase rapidly with the growth of pore size $L_X$, the significant temperature jumps occurred on the boundaries.
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